FROM PIN DROP TO FOOT STOMP
BOB SIMA MUSICALLY SEDUCES YOUR HEART
Nationally Touring, Award-Winning, Singer-Songwriter
Weaves the Wisdom of Ancient Sages and Modern Spiritual Teachers into a
Soundtrack for Personal and Global Transformation
“Bob’s songs sound like they could have been bursting out of back porch radios
for the past 40 years. But they don’t make you nostalgic so much as
they make you look forward to what Sima will do next.”
~Drew Pearce, Acoustic Guitar Magazine
Bob Sima (pronounced sEYE-ma) is to music what Wayne Dyer, Don Miguel Ruiz, and
Marianne Williamson are to books and Rumi, HaHiz, and David Whyte are to poetry. Indeed
he has even been called “Eckhart Tolle with a guitar”.
The Transformational Troubadour is a teacher, a guide,
and a mystic, but through the medium of melody. His
music bridges daily life and soul consciousness.
When Bob Sima leaves the stage – whether at a concert
hall, a listening room, a spiritual center, a yoga festival, a
prison, a conference, or a hospital – people are so
deeply moved that they Hind it hard to express the
power of what they have experienced. And many are
changed forever.
When Sima opens his mouth to sing, what emerges is far
beyond the human sounds of his warm and soulful
voice. He speaks the language of the Universe, the
language of the soul, the language of the heart. But he’s
not just singing to his audience, he is the musical
navigation that guides people to reconnect to
themselves and to each other. Bob connects audiences in a very visceral, powerful way,
changing the vibration and consciousness in the room. Audiences are truly awestruck, often
exiting as if walking on a cloud.
Sima and his music touch the core essence common to all humans – a longing for peace and
personal knowing. The need for belonging to something greater than oneself. The yearning
for love in all forms – internal, external, and universal. The desire to leave what was and
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embrace what is to come. He not only connects to his audience, the audience connects with
each other. His music heals and expands the heart, transforming lives forever.
The unique beauty of his songs draw upon ancient wisdom and modern masters to uplift,
inspire, motivate, and gently nudge listeners to live life differently, to reach for something
more. His music has been described as, “Empowering Messages Encased in Easy-to-Fall-inLove-With Songs”. His songs – more a musical experience than simple melodies – navigate a
way out of pain and present a beautiful picture of a new horizon. InHluenced more by Rumi
and Gandhi, than by Dylan and Springsteen, Sima has established himself as a headliner,
teacher, keynote musician, and transformational leader in venues across the country. He has
shared the stage with Marianne Williamson, Gay Hendricks, Jack KornHield, Peter Russell
and many other luminaries. The Maryland-based artist performs concerts, musical
meditations, and workshops at festivals, retreats, spiritual centers, holistic health centers,
listening rooms, and corporate events. House concerts are an intimate gathering where
hosts create the “Sima Experience” in their own home, sharing the messages and the music
with their closest friends and family. Sima honors his audience by creating a unique musical
experience that will live on long after each performance or song ends.
Sima’s mission for his music: “I come with a crystal clear divine purpose. With utmost and
sacred devotion, I encapsulate – in song – my interpretations of the ancient, timeless
wisdom of the ascended masters and of the contemporary teachers I meet in this life. Each
and every song I birth begins as my personal conversation with Source, delivered as life
lessons of spiritual growth, transformation, and expansion of consciousness. I share this gift
to soften the hardest of hearts, widen the narrowest of smiles, loosen the tightest of grips,
lighten the heaviest of loads, and thin the thickest of walls of as many souls as I can possibly
reach. All for the greater purpose of lifting as much light and consciousness into this world
at this time in human evolution when it is so called to be done.”
Sima’s soul-full music – a genre all of his own – that is delivered with his soft yet powerful
voice, which transHixes people from the Hirst note. Sima, who has no formal music training,
feels the music and channels the lyrics. Consider some of these songs for example: “Be The
Change”, “Don’t Die With Your Music”, “Shine”, “Breathe”, “Garden of Hope”, “I Am”, “Grand
Design”, “Grateful World”, and “Peace Signs and Laugh Lines” that resonate with the much
needed core messages for today.
More than just an engaging, toe-tapping, hand-clapping entertainer, Sima lives his dharma.
On each tour when he performs professionally, he schedules at least one appearance where
his messages are needed – places where music doesn’t typically reverberate through the
walls. Calling these “Gratitude Concerts,” he offers free concerts at prisons, homeless
shelters, assisted living centers, mental health facilities, hospitals, and schools. They leave a
legacy of empowerment in each of the communities where he visits.
To sample a selection of his music, please go to his website: www.BobSima.com
For more information, promo requests, or to set up an interview, please contact
Shannon Plummer at booking@bobsima.com or 703-865-8258.
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